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Abstract
The growth of the industry and population of South Africa urges to seek new sources
of electric power, hence the need to look at alternative power sources. Power output
from some renewable energy sources is highly volatile. For instance power output from
wind turbines or photovoltaic solar panels fluctuates between zero and the maximum
rated power out. To optimize the overall power output a model was designed to
determine the best trade-off between production from two or more renewable energy
sources putting emphasis on wind and solar. Different measures of risk, such as
coefficient of variation (CV) and value at risk (VAR), were used to determine the best
hybrid renewable energy system (HRES) configuration. Depending on the investors’
expected returns (demand) and risk averseness, they will be able to use the model
to choose the best configuration that suites their needs. In general it was found that
investing in a diversified HRES is better than investing in individual power sources.
ix
Chapter 1
Introduction
Energy plays a major role in growth of industrial and agricultural sectors and overall
living standards. The growth of the industry and population of South Africa urges
us to seek new sources of electric power, hence the need to look at alternative power
sources. Zhou, Lou, Li, Lu and Yang (2010) reiterate the need to search for alternative
power sources citing the rapid depletion of fossil fuel resources and growing evidence
of the global warming phenomena. The study also acknowledges the unpredictable
nature, dependence on weather and climatic changes of solar and wind energy systems.
Huang and Wu (2008) evoke the escalating global energy prices especially in crude
oil as a threat to energy security. Erdinc and Uzunoglu (2012) add that the negative
impacts on political imbalance between the exporting/importing countries present
a challenge on the future of conventional means of electricity generation. Roques,
Newbery and Nuttall (2008) state,
The volatility of oil and gas prices over the few past years and the grow-
ing mistrust over Russian gas supplies in Europe have raised concerns
over security of supplies and revived the debate over the optimal power
1
generation fuel-mix.
According to Bhattacharya and Kojima (2010: 1), one major obstacle for private sec-
tor participation in the energy sector is the lack of a proper market risk management
mechanism. Further, it is argued that the energy industry, especially the electricity
sector itself, is very capital-intensive and needs more than the average capital invest-
ment for the same amount of return on investment in other sectors.
The major challenge, however is that the power output from some renewable en-
ergy sources is very intermittent and largely depends on weather and climate. In
this project we use risk-analysis techniques to assess the benefit of diversification in
renewable energy systems (RES) and how to mitigate this risk by investing in differ-
ent renewable energy technologies. The Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES)
considered consists of solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, wind turbines of different sizes
and storage batteries. Hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES) are reliable and an
economic way of power generation for isolated places like islands and rural remote
areas.
1.1 Rationale
The power output from some renewable energy sources is highly volatile yet consumers
require reliable power supply to operate their businesses, machinery or other loads.
For instance power output from a wind turbine ranges from zero, when the wind
speeds are out of turbine-rated range (below cut-in speed or above cut-out speed),
to the maximum rated power output when wind speed is between the rated speed
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and cut-out speed. Power from a solar panel is zero at night and when there is
cloud cover and increases with solar irradiation up to its rated power output when
there is enough radiation. This research was undertaken to ascertain if there is gain in
renewable energy diversification using risk-analysis techniques with the aim to develop
and compare statistical models that will enable potential investors in deciding on the
composition of different renewable energy sources in order to obtain optimal power
output. The optimal HRES configuration is one producing required power output
with minimum risk.
1.2 Research Questions
1. Is it worthwhile to diversify electricity generation from different renewable
sources?
2. What is the best trade-off between production from two or more energy sources
for instance wind, solar, small hydro and (or in combination) with batteries
and existing traditional power sources as way of optimizing the overall power
output?
3. To what extent can we diversify the renewable energy sources while obtaining
considerable risk reduction?
The project report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the relevant litera-
ture about hybrid renewable energy systems (HRES), components considered for this
project in section 2.5 and previous studies conducted in section 2.6. The methodology
is discussed in chapter 3 which includes study area and data sources in section 3.2
and modelling HRES components in section 3.5. Results, conclusion and recommen-
dations are discussed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 2
Literature Study
2.1 Definitions
2.1.1 Renewable energy
Lund (2010) defines RES as a complete energy supply and demand systems on re-
newable energy as opposed to nuclear and fossil fuels. He points out the difference
between the terms renewable energy and sustainable energy which are often used in-
terchangeably and disputes Wikipedia’s (2008) definition of sustainable energy which
includes nuclear.
2.1.2 Risk
There are many different definitions of the concept of risk. Banks (2010) defines risk
as uncertainty or unpredictability associated with future outcome or event. From
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corporate and financial perspective, Banks (2010) says risk can be broadly divided
into speculative risk and pure risk, and may also be classified as financial risk and
operating risk. Ryan (2007) defines it as the probability that a peril will occur. With
respect to financial return, Ryan (2007) defines risk as the standard deviation of a
security’s or portfolio’s return distribution where the return is normally distributed.
In this project this risky event occurs when there is power shortage or excess, where
“power shortage/excess” is the difference between the power produced from RES
and power that is actually utilized (load and storage). Figure 2.1 shows graphs
of power output from an e230i wind turbine (left) and SPV (right) with typical
demand profile in green. The shaded region represents the energy lost, that is the
shortage represented by the shaded area below the green (demand) curve, and excess
represented by the shaded area above the green line.
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Figure 2.1: Power Output RES vs Demand. Data Source: SAWS Port Elizabeth
Airport
2.1.3 Diversification
Banks (2010) defines diversification as a spreading or dispersion of risk, achievable by
combining assets or exposures with negative or no/little correlation to one another.
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This process of diversification helps minimise concentrations of exposure and creates
a more balanced set of risks [3].
2.2 Traditional Sources of Energy
These are the conventional sources of energy such as fossil fuels and nuclear, which are
not renewable. In South Africa, Eskom, one of the largest power utilities in the world,
generates approximately 98% of electricity where 77% of nominal generating capacity
is from coal-fired plants. Currently South Africa still has abundant coal reserves and
is also one of the most inexpensive fossil fuel as far as power generation is concerned.
The electricity produced from coal is not just enormous, but much more reliable than
the other forms of energy. South Africa’s infrastructure to generate electricity from
coal is well established. Eskom claims that burning coal is the most cost-effective and
energy efficient way of generating electricity [15].
2.2.1 Disadvantages of Traditional Sources
The most common traditional energy sources include oil, natural gas and coal whose
supply is not sustainable. Hick (2010) and other renewable energy enthusiasts such
as O’Connor (2010) and Mohammadi, Hosseinian and Gharehpetianet (2012) believe
that it is a matter of time before they will be exhausted. With the recent push
for the reduction of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and other environmental pollutants
such as oil spillages and nuclear wastes produced by traditional sources, the use of
green energy has become more relevant than ever. In recognition of the concept
of climate change, the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
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(UNFCCC) was drafted and adopted in May 1992 at the UN headquarters in New
York. The convention was opened for signatures in June 1992 at the Rio de Janeiro
Earth Summit. At its third session held in December 1997, the Conference of Parties
(CoP) - which is the supreme body of the UNFCCC- adopted the Kyoto Protocol,
which committed the developed countries to reduce their collective greenhouse gas
emissions by at least 5% in the period 2008 - 2012 [18, 33].
The South African Government ratified the UNFCCC in August 1997 and acceded
to the Kyoto Protocol in July 2002. Despite advances in pollution controls over the
last 30 years, Eskom claims that conventional power generation is still considered the
single largest source of industrial air pollution. Coal has the most waste problems of
all energy sources, which include sulphur and nitrogen oxides, organic compounds,
heavy metals, radioactive elements, greenhouse gases and a lot of ash [15, 16].
Some serious accidents from traditional power sources, such as the destruction of
Chernobyl’s unshielded nuclear reactor in 1986 and the massive oil spill of crude oil
from the Exxon Valdez in 1989 have captured public attention with their images
of horrifying damage and have aggravated the general concern for nuclear power
generation and left some doubt about the excessive dependence on oil [33]. More
accidents such as the destruction of the nuclear plants in Fukushima in northern
Japan after the nine-magnitude earthquake and the subsequent tsunami on 11 March,
2011 and the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico in April - July 2010 were as catastrophic.
Indeed the United States has not built a single nuclear reactor since the accident at
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, in 1979. There are no moves toward expanding nuclear
power generation in any European Union member states that already have nuclear
power stations. European Union member countries that do not have nuclear power
stations seem to favour renewable energy as an alternative source [18].
Apart from pollution Eskom claims that building a coal-fired power station is a long
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and expensive process. South Africa’s coal fields are concentrated in the north-east
areas of Mpumalanga, which limits the location options for power stations. From here
the power is transported to every load centre in South Africa [15]. O’Connor (2010)
argues that it is relatively cheaper to produce power from renewable sources at or
closer to load centres than transport it to coastal areas such as Jeffreys Bay or Port
Elizabeth. Most governments including the South African government have intro-
duced “carbon fines” while giving incentives to renewable energy power production
[46].
Thermal plants need water, for instance a 1000MW coal fired power station uses
8,900,000 m3 every year. In a water stressed country like South Africa, this means
there is less for households, farm irrigation, and industrial processes. At this aver-
age rate of usage, a 1000MW coal plant consumes enough water to satisfy 520,000
households per annum. Mining of fossil fuels may lead to irreversible damage to the
adjoining environment, sometimes leaving it unusable [46].
2.3 Renewable Energy Sources (RES)
2.3.1 Advantages of Renewable Energy
The most common advantage that renewable energy sources have over the other
sources is that they are not depleted. RES are considered relatively clean since they
do not pollute the environment nor do they produce greenhouse gases attributed for
global warming. Since renewable energy sources are natural the cost of operations
is minimal and they require less maintenance on their plants [27]. Other advantages
are:
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• Reduced transmission and distribution costs
• No tax on cost of energy for example VAT levied on power from the grid
• No profit margin included on cost of energy produced
• Reduced energy losses
• Job creation as there will be increased research and production in RES tech-
nology and
• Energy can be produced on site where it is required
Some advantages are however technology specific, for instance solar PV system com-
ponents can be easily transported, assembled in remote areas, fitted onto existing
buildings and hence do not affect land use. Unlike wind turbines or diesel generators
(DGs), SPV’s have little noise pollution. SPV systems generate direct current (DC)
which is easily stored by batteries [41].
2.3.2 Disadvantages of Renewable Energy
A common disadvantage to all renewable energy sources is that it is difficult to pro-
duce large quantities of electricity as compared to their counterpart fossil fuels due
to their low conversion efficiency. Renewable energy uses new technologies, whose
initial costs for installation are relatively high. Production cost from renewable en-
ergy is still not favourable as compared to conventional sources such as coal. However
some may still argue that this is not a fair comparison between renewable energy and
traditional sources. In case of the former power is produced at the point where it
is required, for instance homesteads, which is not viable in case traditional sources
such as coal. Project developers may find it difficult to obtain funding from financial
institutions due to lack of experience in renewable energy projects, higher risks they
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entail and high initial capital involved. Some RE technologies are in their infancy,
for example Concentrated Solar Plant (CSP) has not been tested and its profitability
in South Africa is still not known. There are still political risks such as change in
legislation in support schemes, for example renewable energy feed-in tariffs (REFIT),
which may grossly affect potential independent power producers (IPPs) [47]. Some
demerits of RES are technology specific as stated below.
Disadvantages of Wind Energy
Wind turbines are large and require a large area which is costly. Although the area
under wind turbines can be used for farming, many people consider them unattractive
and they are also very noisy. In addition, they threaten the wild bird population [27].
Power output from a wind turbine is highly volatile; it ranges from zero, when the
wind speed is below turbine cut-in speed, to the maximum rated power output, when
the wind speed between the rated wind speed and cut-out speed. The turbine shuts
down when wind speed is above cut-out speed.
Disadvantages of Solar Energy
The area of the collectors is large, thus more materials are required. Solar panels
have negligible energy storage capability and as such the power output varies instan-
taneously with the changes in solar irradiation and therefore require use of storage
batteries or alternative source such as distributed generation (DG) or grid. There
is an increased expenditure because PV panels produce direct current (DC) electric-
ity, which must be converted to alternating current (AC) electricity to run standard
household appliances [41].
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2.4 Options for Support for Investment in Renew-
able Energy
Tackling the problem of pollution and that of increasing demand for electricity largely
depends on the speed with which we can massively expand the contribution of renew-
able energy to our overall energy needs. However the key factor is still the political
will displayed by individual governments to encourage potential investors through
incentives [52].
The most common and probably the most effective instrument in support of RE
technologies is feed-in tariffs. Others are quota models used in some countries such
as the United Kingdom (UK) and Sweden, tax incentives or subsidies for particular
technologies and/or cap-and-trade systems [47]. Flachland, Marschinski, Edenhofer,
Leimbach and Baumstark in Biermann, Pattberg and Zelli (2010) state the emission
trading is becoming one of the most important policy instruments for combating
greenhouse gas emission and all the related effects.
Pegels (2010) states that,
the clean development mechanism (CDM) is one of the flexible mecha-
nisms for which the Kyoto Protocol provides. It allows developers of low
carbon projects in developing countries to generate carbon credits and sell
them in the carbon market, thus obtaining additional financial resources.
To promote clean investments, the South African government has intro-
duced a tax exemption for CDM revenues. This measure is also aimed at
improving South Africa’s attractiveness for CDM projects. To date, the
majority of CDM projects are situated in China and India.
The South African government approved the White Paper on Renewable Energy
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(2003) which sets a target of 10 000GWh of energy to be produced from renewable
energy sources mainly from biomass, wind, solar and small-scale hydro by 2013. In
order to meet the above target, South Africa’s National Energy Regulator (NERSA)
announced on 31 March, 2009 the introduction of a system of feed-in tariffs (REFIT)
phase I and later REFIT phase II released in October 2009 as an incentive to IPPs
who invest in renewable energy. Table 2.1 below shows the feed-in tariffs for different
power production technologies [43]
Table 2.1: Table Showing REFIT. Source: NERSA 2009
Technology R/KwH
Wind 1.25
Small Hydro 0.95
Landfill Gas 0.90
Biomass Solid 1.18
Biogas 0.96
Concentrated Solar (CSP) Trough without Storage 3.14
CSP Tower with storage of 6 hrs per day 2.31
Large scale grid connected PV 3.29
Further more, the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) in partnership with
the German Development Bank (KFW) introduced a R500-million facility available
for energy-efficiency and self-use renewable energy projects called the Green Energy
Efficiency Fund (GEEF). Established in 1940 by the South African government, IDC
is a national development finance institution set up to promote economic growth and
industrial development under the supervision of the Economic Development Depart-
ment. Investments are encouraged in energy efficiency and renewable energy projects
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aimed at improving energy efficiency facilitating South Africa’s transition towards a
low-carbon economy. For instance GEEF offers loans from a minimum of R1.0m to a
maximum of R50.0m at prime, less 2% for companies or projects eligible as per IDC’s
terms and conditions [30].
2.5 Technologies Considered for this Project
2.5.1 Wind Energy
For thousands of years people have used windmills and the energy derived from wind
for propelling sailing ships, pumping water and to grind grain. Most early wind tur-
bines were used to grind grain hence the name windmills, although new terminologies
have come up such as the wind-driven generator, wind generator, wind turbine, wind
turbine generator (WTG) and wind energy conversion system (WECS) [39]. Wind as
an energy source is only practical in areas that have strong and steady winds. South
Africa has fair wind potential, especially along the coastal areas of the Western and
the Eastern Cape. In 2002-03, Eskom’s Resources and Strategy Division installed an
experimental and demonstration wind energy farm at the Klipheuwel near Cape Town
with a capacity of 3.2 MW, and which generates at a load factor of between 20 and
30%. The wind farm consists of three units, that is two Vestas (Denmark) turbines of
660kW and 1 750kW respectively and a Jeumont (France) turbine of 750kW. In 2006
the ownership of Klipheuwel Wind Facility was transferred to Peaking Generation -
Eskom Generation Division, for ongoing operation and maintenance. The electricity
generated by the wind facility is fed directly into the regional distribution network
[11, 15]. Darling wind farm located 70km north of Cape Town started operating in
2008 and has four 1.3MW wind turbines manufactured by Fuhrlaender GmbH (Ger-
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many), with a total output of about 5.2MW at a load factor of 28%. The Darling
Wind Power (Pty) Ltd which, runs the wind farm, signed a twenty-year Power Pur-
chase Agreement (PPA) with the City of Cape Town as well as a Power Wheeling
Agreement with Eskom [11, 10]. Port Elizabeth experiences most of its wind during
summer months, with least wind during winter periods. However this does not mean
that there are no strong winds during winter periods [44].
Classification of Turbines
Wind turbines are classified based on the axis around which the turbine blades rotate.
These are horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWT) and vertical axis wind turbines
(VAWT). Horizontal axis wind turbines are further classified as upwind turbines where
the blades are facing incoming wind and downwind turbines where blades are facing
away from incoming wind. Wind turbines are also classified depending on the number
of blades [39].
Power from Wind Turbines
The amount of energy that can be extracted from the wind by a wind turbine depends
on its speed and is proportional to the cube of the wind speed. The German physicist,
Albert Betz formulated the relationship for power output extracted by the turbine
as:
PT =
1
2
ρAU3Cp(λ) (2.1)
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where ρ is the air density (about 1.225 kg/m3 at sea level and becomes less higher up),
A is the area swept by the rotor, U is the wind speed and Cp is the power coefficient
that represents the aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor. The rotor efficiency Cp is a
function of the ratio of the downstream to upstream wind speeds, λ and is given by
Cp =
1
2
(1 + λ)(1− λ2) (2.2)
The maximum limit for coefficient of performance Cp, called the Betz limit, Betz
efficiency or Betz’s law is approximately 0.59 [39].
Sabonnadie´re (2009) defines λ as follows
λ =
ΩTRT
U
(2.3)
where ΩT is rotational speed of the turbine (rad/s), RT is radius of the turbine (m),
U is the wind speed (m/s) and λ is the speed ratio (dimensionless) [52].
Wind turbines are designed in such a way as to generate their rated or nameplate
output at a rated wind speed Ur. When wind speed is below the cut-in wind speed
Uin the wind turbine is not operational as the developed aerodynamic torque is not
sufficient enough to overcome the frictional losses of the drive-train and generate useful
power. For wind speeds above the rated speed, power is controlled aerodynamically
to maintain the output at the rated value until some limiting wind speed value is
reached, known as the cut-out speed Uout at which the turbine is shut down. This is
a safety measure which protects the wind turbine from damage [21]. Modern wind
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turbines range in output capacity of 500 KW to 2 MW on towers that are 40-60m
in height and with rotor diameters from 40-70m [34]. However some wind turbines
like the ones used for this project do not not have cut-out wind speeds and will
continue to generate electricity even at very high wind speeds. Kestrel Renewable
Energy claims their wind turbines are pitch controlled which means the pitch control
system regulates the amount of wind passing over the blades of the machines thereby
protecting themselves. The power curve of a wind turbine is a graph that indicates
how large the electrical power output will be for the turbine at different wind speeds
[32]. For the conventional horizontal wind turbine, the area A = (pi/4) ∗ D2 , so
the wind power is proportional to the square of the blade diameter (D). The bigger
machines will be more cost effective since the cost of wind turbines increases roughly
in proportion to the diameter, while power output is proportional to the square of
the blade diameter
Statistical Distribution of Wind Speed
The most convenient statistical distribution function that has been found to fit well
with the wind speed data is the Weibull distribution [21]. The Weibull distribution
function with parameters k and λ can be expressed mathematically as follows:
f(x; k, λ) =


k
λ
(x
λ
)k−1e−(x/λ)
k
x ≥ 0
0 x < 0
(2.4)
And the corresponding cumulative distribution is
F (x; k, λ) = 1− e−(x/λ)k (2.5)
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where x ≥ 0 is the wind speed (m/s)
k > 0 is the shape parameter
λ > 0 is the scale parameter
Moodley (2009) fitted a number of statistical distributions to wind speed data for
Port Elizabeth and found that the Weibull distribution with shape parameter k =
1.63409 and scale parameter λ = 5.85142 was the best fit for the data [42]. The
fitted model was used in imputation methods used to fill in the missing data for this
project. Figure 2.2 below shows the histogram for wind speed data for Port Elizabeth
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Figure 2.2: Histogram of Wind Speed Data for Year 2010. Data Source: SAWS Port
Elizabeth Airport
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2.5.2 Solar Energy
The energy received each day per unit area on earth is referred to as daily insolation
(H, and measured in KWh/m2 − d). The energy per square meter is referred to
as solar irradiation and is measured in KWh/m2. This amount varies by latitude,
season and even weather. For most areas in South Africa, the average daily solar
irradiation levels range between 4.5 - 6.5 KWh/m2 [54].
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Figure 2.3: Solar Irradiation for Port Elizabeth on 5 January, 2010. Data Source:
SAWS Port Elizabeth Airport
The graph in Figure 2.3 shows the plot of irradiance against time for data set of 5
January, 2010. It is observed that on a cloudless day the irradiance increases steadily
from around zero at sunrise until maximum at midday when it starts decreasing back
to around zero after sunset. The graph in Figure 2.4 shows a similar pattern to that
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in Figure 2.3 until around 8am, when it exhibits fluctuations due to intermittent
cloud cover. It is noted that plot has abnormal spikes as compared to the one for a
cloudless day, with some spikes higher than what would be the expected irradiance.
Swanepoel (2010: 32-34) attributes this to “edge of the cloud effect” , where some
sunlight is reflected back to a particular location by approaching clouds.
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Solar IrradiationHWm^2L for Port Elizabeth on 01012010
Figure 2.4: Solar Irradiation for Port Elizabeth on 01 February, 2010. Data Source:
SAWS Port Elizabeth Airport
There are two main technologies for the conversion of sunlight into electricity, that
is photo-voltaic and thermal solar systems. Photo-voltaic (PV) cells depend on the
use of semiconductor devices for direct conversion of solar radiation into electrical
energy. Efficiencies of a typical commercial PV cell range between 12-18% although
experimental cells have been constructed that are capable of over 30% [21]. A Con-
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centrated Solar Plant (CSP) converts solar power into thermal energy used to run a
heat engine to power a generator. The most commonly used approaches of concen-
trating sunlight are parabolic dish systems with Stirling engines, linear solar-trough
systems and heliostats consisting of computer-controlled mirrors reflecting sunlight
onto a central tower. A Central tower/ receiver system uses many large, sun-tracking
mirrors or heliostats to focus sunlight on a receiver at the top of a tower. A heating
transfer fluid heated in the receiver is used to generate steam which, in turn, is used
in a conventional turbine-generator to produce electricity. Between a third and half
of the energy consumed by an average household is used for water heating, which
makes CSP systems the most appropriate of all power sources [39]. However only
photovoltaic solar panels are considered for this project.
The array of solar panels used for this study are made from multi-crystalline solar
cells, model type MS×64 made by Solarex. Each panel has an area of 0.5208 m2 with
a factory specified maximum power output of 62.4W, under standard test conditions
[53]. Solar cells are connected in series to form a module/panel, and the modules are
connected in series or parallel to form a PV array/generator. The number of cells in
a module is governed by the voltage of the module, usually between 33 and 36 [33].
2.5.3 Hybrid Systems in South Africa
Hybrid energy systems are a combination of two or more electricity generation tech-
nologies such as photovoltaic, wind, mini or micro-hydro, biomass, biogas, fuel cells,
storage batteries and fuel powered generators to provide a reliable off-grid supply.
Currently, there are two pilot hybrid systems in the Eastern Cape at the Hluleka na-
ture reserve on the Wild Coast and at the neighbouring Lucingweni community. The
Hluleka hybrid mini-grid system consists of two proven 2.5 kW wind generators and
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three Shell Solar PV module arrays fitted with fifty-six 100-watt PV modules wired in
series with a total output of 10.6kW. An integrated design approach, which resulted
in a joint energy, water purification and telecommunication system was followed. The
energy system makes use of renewable energy, wind and solar, solar water heaters,
liquid petroleum gas (LPG) and one diesel generator for back-up supply [54].
The Lucingweni hybrid system consists of 50kW solar PV panels and 36kW wind
generators serving 220 dwellings with four lights per dwelling, radio, television, cell
phone charger, street lighting, telecommunications and water pumping. Data and
information on the two pilot hybrid systems were still being gathered to analyse their
viability and whether they can be replicated throughout South Africa [54].
2.6 Previous Studies Conducted
The literature describes several studies in the analysis, sizing and optimization of
HRES, the majority of which use the Hybrid Optimization Model for Electric Renew-
able (HOMER) software from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
in the USA, to simulate different configurations. Many of the HRES considered in
these studies consist of solar PV, wind turbines and/or diesel generators for backup
as well as batteries for storage as in Fulzele and Dutt (2012), Lund (2006) and Afzal,
Mohibullah and Sharma (2008). However some studies include small-scale hydro or
micro-hydro in the HRES as in Lal, Dash and Akella (2011), Ashok (2007) and Razak,
Sopian, Ali, Alghoul, Zaharim and Ahmad (2009). There is also increased interest in
hydrogen fuel cells due to their clean and compact construction, few movable parts
needed and their modular technology (Rozlan, Zobaa and Abdel Aleem 2011). More-
over the fuel cells consume hydrogen and oxygen and produce electricity and water
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[18]. Some of the studies are reviewed below.
Bernal-Agust´ın and Dufo-Lo´pez (2009) reviewed several papers on simulation and
optimisation of stand-alone HRES and, based on the most relevant papers, con-
cluded that the most frequent systems consist of PV generators and/or wind tur-
bines and/or diesel generators with energy storage in lead-acid batteries. It was
found that HOMER was the most used software as in Lal et al (2011), Ashok (2007),
Razak et al (2009) and Disasa (2011). Other models/ software used are HYBRID2,
Hybrid Optimization by Genetic Algorithms (HOGA), HYDROGEMS, TRNSYS,
HYBRIDS, INSEL, ARES RAPSIM, SOMES and SOLSIM. The criteria used for op-
timization are mainly net present cost (NPC) and/or cost of energy (COE) employed
by HOMER, while others use levelised cost of energy (LCE) or loss power supply
probability (LPSP) as in Diaf et al (2007). Nema et al (2010), add that the HOMER
software requires a great deal of information about the system components, for ex-
ample costs (initial, replacement and O&M), the number of units installed, life time,
efficiency and sensitivity measures such as wind speed and solar irradiation or their
expected respective power outputs.
Other studies such as that of Dumitru and Gligor (2010) and da Silva and Fernandes
(2010) used Matlab/Simulink environment for their simulations. Other techniques
used for HRES sizing and optimization include genetic algorithms as in Coppez (2011)
and Senjyu et al (2007), graphic construction methods and probabilistic approach.
Jahanbani and Riahy (no date) presents the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm for optimization, sizing and configuration of wind/solar/storage battery
hybrid system for Ardebil province North West of Iran (latitude: 38o17
′
, longitude:
48o15
′
, altitude: 1345 m).
Gupta, Saini and Sharma (2011: 471), used mathematical programming techniques
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to determine the optimal use of a hybrid energy system for a remote rural area of
Narendra Nagar block in the Tehri Garhwal district, Uttarakhand state, India. Using
a techno-economic feasibility study of hybrid energy system, they demonstrated that
these systems can theoretically reduce generation costs and increase the reliability
of energy supply. This intuitively demonstrates that with the above assumptions
there is gain from diversifying renewable energy generation. However one of the
assumptions was that each renewable generator has two possible states: zero outage
level (generator is running at full capacity) or full outage level (generator is out), yet
we know that the power output from renewable energy sources is highly volatile as
mentioned earlier.
Lund (2006) analyzed large scale integration of different combinations of PV, wind
and wave power into Danish electricity supply, with the aim of reducing/avoiding
excess electricity production. The existing power systems did not take into account
the volatility of power productions from RES. He asserts that integrating RES not
only depends on the volatility in RES but also on the fluctuations in the demand
and flexibility of the rest of the supply system. This intuitively implies that the
results differ from one system to another and from one geographic location to another.
He illustrates that excess production increases with increase in RES such as wind,
photovoltaic as well as wave power. However using optimal combinations of the
different RES slows down the increase in excess power produced.
Huang et al (2008) argue that conventional approach to electricity planning applies
least-cost method for optimization without assessing the cost-related risk which biases
results towards fossil fuels. A financial portfolio analysis theory was employed to
investigate the conventional electricity planning for a period of 20 years from 2006 to
2025 with Taiwan as a case study. The study introduces the risk of generating cost
by considering the volatile fossil fuel prices and uncertainty of technological change
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and capital cost reduction. The model aims at minimizing the risk-weighted present
value of total generation cost. It was concluded that taking the risk of generation
into consideration increases the share of risk-averse RES in the generating portfolio
and helps in the reduction in the exposure to fossil fuel price fluctuations.
Afzal et al (2009) acknowledge that the main disadvantage of stand-alone RES is
their inability to provide energy security and reliability due to their unpredictable,
seasonal and time dependent natures. HOMER software was used to simulate hy-
brid renewable energy systems (HRES) consisting of solar photo-voltaic (SPV), wind
energy systems (WES) and diesel generators (DG). After the simulation a list of all
possible configurations is displayed sorted by net present cost. Other details include
the size of system components, total net cost, cost of energy and GHGs emission.
Optimization results are based either on the net present cost or least cost of each
configuration.
Cristo´bal (2011) evaluates the efficiency of thirteen RE technologies using the Mul-
tiple Criteria Data Envelopment Analysis (MCDEA) model. The thirteen technolo-
gies included three wind turbines of different sizes, three small-hydro with different
power outputs, one solar thermo-electric, five biomass sources and one biofuel source.
MCDEA model applies three different criteria each with an independent objective
function and defines a particular concept of efficiency. Results showed that technolo-
gies that are efficient under the classical data envelopment analysis (DEA) are not
necessarily efficient under a more restrictive MCDEA and it was concluded that the
later would be more appropriate for decision makers.
Lal et al (2011) used the HOMER software to simulate optimum configuration of
a HRES consisting of PV/wind/micro-hydro/diesel generator together with storage
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batteries for a remote Sundargarh district of Orissa state in India. It was found that
COE for the optimum configuration was slightly higher than that from the conven-
tional energy sources mainly due to initial costs of RES components’ installation.
However the hybrid system is highly preferable for rural and remote areas where
installations and O&M of extended grid systems are very difficult and costly. It is
envisaged that the reduction of the initial costs of renewable energy technologies will
reduce the COE from these hybrid systems considerably.
Razak et al (2009) argue that most HRES optimization models aim at minimizing the
COE from the system while neglecting the excess energy produced. HOMER software
was used for optimization, by minimizing both excess capacity and COE to find the
optimum combination and size of the system components. From simulation results
it was concluded that in order to reduce the COE it is important to look into the
amount of excess energy the system produced and indeed a reduction of 50% excess
energy would have similar effect on the COE.
Ashok (2007) presents a HRES consisting of SPV, wind, micro-hydro with diesel
generator and storage batteries for backup. In a case study conducted for the remote
village of Western Ghats in Kerala, India, a Quasi Newton algorithm was used to
solve a non-linear optimization problem with the objective of minimizing the life
cycle cost while guaranteeing reliability. In conclusion the study suggests a HRES
that consists of micro-hydro, wind and storage batteries. This would supply 100% of
the demand load at Rs. 6.5/kWh as compared to the former diesel generator system
which cost Rs. 11.63/kWh.
Fulzele and Dutt (2010) present mathematical models for each HRES component and
used the HOMER software for sizing and optimization of HRES for a remote Dudha-
gaon village, Yavatmal district in Maharastra district, India. However a theoretical
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demand load was assumed to remain constant throughout the year which is unrealis-
tic. Optimization results showed the SPV system with batteries and an inverter had
the lowest NPV with SPV generating 25% of the total output and the diesel generator
producing the remainder.
Nema, Nema and Rangnekar (2010) acknowledge the challenges faced by telecommu-
nications companies while extending their services to rural and remote areas where
grid is either not available or very costly. Optimization and analysis of the HRES was
done using the HOMER software for GSM/CDMA type mobile station for Bhopal-
Central in India at Longitude 23o23 and Latitude 23o21. Optimization results showed
that the best optimal combination is two 7.2kW wind turbines, 2kW PV array and
a 2kW diesel generator which translates to 56% wind, 13% PV and the rest 31% of
the load demand by diesel generators respectively.
Rozlan et al (2011) present a study of stand-alone hybrid renewable energy system
consisting of PV/wind/diesel generator/fuel cell and battery storage system for Per-
hentian Island located in Terengganu, the east coast state of Peninsular Malaysia and
about 20 km away from the mainland. Results show wind turbines provide a large
share of 74 - 94% of total power production and the rest from all other technologies.
Erdinc et al (2012) investigate the trends and different methodologies used in opti-
mization of HRES. They stressed that the optimum sizing of HRES requires a detailed
analysis for a given location due to the influence of various site-dependent variables
such as solar irradiation, wind speeds, temperature and/ or system costs. It was
also noted that some optimization techniques perform better than others in different
circumstances. For instance for a HRES consisting of more than three components,
the PSO approach is less suitable than the GA approach since the former is based on
coordinate definition of particles and the mentioned coordinates can only be defined
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on x-y-z plane. However for three or fewer components the PSO technique would be
preferred as compared to a GA approach due to its simplicity, shorter run-time and
less memory resource required.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the data used and study area, the methods used, the HRES
suggested, modelling of HRES components systems and discussion of the results.
Investors in general are risk averse and they will not buy risky assets unless those
assets have high expected returns [7]. Litvine (2007) agrees that if an investor has
a choice between two investments that pledge identical returns, but one is risk free
and the other is not, the investor will choose a risk free option. Therefore risky
investments must promise bigger returns as compared to the risk free investments. In
order to reduce the underlying problems we need to use methods that analyze these
risks and come up with a portfolio with reduced risk. Financial methods which are
the most commonly used in risk analysis and management were employed for this
project. Risks can be analyzed in two ways, one which is based on stand-alone basis
where an asset is considered in isolation, and the other on a portfolio basis where
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the asset is held as one of a number of assets in a portfolio. To measure stand-
alone risks where assets have the same expected returns, the standard deviation of
returns is usually used. The larger standard deviation indicates a bigger variation of
returns and hence a greater risk. When assets have different expected return then
the coefficient of variation (CV), defined as CV = s/x or CV = σ/ µ for sample or
population respectively, where x is the sample mean, µ is the population mean and s
and σ are sample and population standard deviation respectively , is used to compare
the different assets. The coefficient of variation measures the risk per unit of return
and it provides a more meaningful basis for comparison when expected returns are
not the same [7].
Harper (2010) in an Investopedia article claims that volatility, the traditional measure
of risk, does not care about the direction of an investment’s movement but VAR does
[29]. Jorion (2007) defines Value at Risk as the worst loss over a target horizon such
that there is a low, pre-specified probability that the actual loss will be larger. Simply
put, VAR is the smallest loss, in absolute value, such that
P (L > V AR) ≤ 1− c (3.1)
where c is the confidence level and L is the loss measured as a positive number [31].
There are three methods of calculating VAR, the historical method, the variance-
covariance method and the Monte Carlo simulation. VAR is calculated using the
variance-covariance method or Delta-Normal method using equation 3.2.
V AR = α
√
x′Σx = αW
√
w′Σw (3.2)
Where α is the deviate corresponding to the confidence level for the normal distri-
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bution or for another parametric distribution, x is vector representing exposures in
currency units, w is a vector representing weights of individual assets in the portfo-
lio, Σ is the covariance matrix between the individual assets and W is the current
portfolio value [31].
3.2 Data and Study Area
Wind speed and solar irradiation data were obtained from South Africa Weather
Services (SAWS) at Port Elizabeth International Airport, South Africa at Latitude
33.9840o South and Longitude 25.6100o East, at a height of 63 m above sea level.
Hourly and five-minute data from 1 January, 2005 to 10 January, 2012 was obtained.
More data were acquired from Paul Swanepoel, a member of the Centre of Energy Re-
search (CER) at Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University, Latitude 34o0.511
′
South
and Longitude 25o39.910
′
East. The centre runs an outdoor research facility with
installed hardware and software for data capturing and monitoring. The solar panels
used by the centre were chosen for this project. South Africa’s national electric-
ity demand data from Eskom were used after scaling it down to the approximate
HRES configurations power output. The wind turbines used in this project are e160i
(600W), e230i (800W) and e300i (1000W) from Kestrel Renewable Energy a sub-
sidiary of Eveready (Pty) Ltd. The best fitted power curves from section 3.5.1 below
were used to estimate the power outputs from the respective wind turbines in con-
sideration given the wind speed data. The PV power output was estimated using
solar irradiation data. The energy output for each power source for instance a wind
turbine or PV array was used as the measuring unit (in place of currency) for risk
analysis of each HRES configuration.
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3.2.1 Data Cleaning
The data from SAWS contained missing values and a number of imputation methods
were used to simulate them. Figure 3.1 shows the results of different imputations
methods for solar wind speed data. In imputation 1 the missing wind speed data were
replaced with randomly generated numbers from the Weibull distribution discussed
in section 2.5.1, in imputation 2 the missing data were replaced with the average of
the numbers before and after the missing data point(s), in imputation 3 the average
of the previous twenty and the next twenty numbers were used to replace the missing
data and in imputation 4 numbers on a straight line joining the previous and next
data points were used to replace the missing data. As observed from Figure 3.1, the
first imputation method which generates random numbers from Weibull distribution
best represents the original wind speed data and hence was used. In the case of solar
irradiation, in imputation 1 random numbers between the previous and the next
numbers were used to replace the missing data. The data obtained were in different
files formats and displays convenient for the source users and had to be imported
either into MS Excel R© or Mathematica R© and arranged to suit our needs.
3.3 Tools
Tools used in this project include mainlyMathematica R© Version 8.0.4 andMS Excel R©
for all computations and graphics.
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Figure 3.1: Results from Imputations to Fill in Misssing Data. Data Source: SAWS
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Figure 3.2: Map Showing Port Elizabeth
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3.4 HRES Architecture
The proposed HRES consists of Solar PV array and wind turbines of different sizes
as well as deep cycle batteries for energy storage as shown in Figure 3.3. The dis-
patch strategy shown in Figure 3.4, is that if the power generated exceeds demand,
the batteries charge as long as they are not fully charged and will discharge if the
supply does not meet the demand and the batteries state of charge (SOC) is above
minimum capacity. Figures 1 and 2, in Appendix A, show the flow-chart for storage
and battery discharge procedures. A Mathematica R© program was written to simulate
these procedures (See Appendix B). The system will incur a loss when the demand
is not met and when all excess power produced is not stored by the batteries. Since
hourly data were used it was assumed that power output from HRES remains con-
stant during the hour. The efficiencies of the regulator, inverter/converter and the
batteries are assumed to be constant.
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Figure 3.3: HRES Architecture. Source: Farret & Simo˜es 2006:382
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Figure 3.4: Dispatch Strategy for the Proposed HRES
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3.5 Modeling System Components
3.5.1 Fitting Statistical Models to Wind Turbine Power Curves
The power curve of a wind turbine is a plot of generated power versus ambient wind
speed and is an important indicator of wind turbine performance. Usually wind
turbine manufacturers provide nominal power curves for their wind turbines among
other specifications. In this section different statistical models were fitted to the
power curves of e160i, e230i and e300i wind turbines. The fitted power curves can
be used to estimate the power generated by the respective wind turbines given wind
speed data. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show an e230i wind turbine and its power curve as
supplied by the manufacturer [32].
Figure 3.5: e230i Wind Turbine. Source:
Kestrel Renewable Energy
Figure 3.6: Power Curve of e230i. Source:
Kestrel Renewable Energy
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Table 3.1: Technical Specifications for e230i Wind Turbine. Source: Kestrel Renew-
able Energy
Description Technical Specification Units
Peak Output Power Wind speed ≥ 13m/s and sea level 850W
Power Output 800W Wind speed of 12,5m/s and sea level 800W
Rated Power at 11m/s Wind Speed of 11m/s and sea level 650W
Rotational Speed Rotor rpm at rated output 950rpm
Cut-in Wind Speed Wind speed for charging output 2.5m/s
Cut-out Wind Speed Maximum wind speed N/A
Rotor Diameter Diameter of swept area 2.3m
Swept Area Diameter of swept area 4.15sq m
Number of Blades Full aerofoil section 3
Blade Type Moulded glass fibre epoxy resin Aerofoil
Lateral Thrust Horizontal force vector at 12m/s 450N
Passive Speed Control Passive blade pitching 1000rpm
Tower Top Mass Total wind turbine mass 45kg
Rated Sound Level Sound emission at 5m/s and 60m 40dB
Protection Protected from moisture and dust IP55
Generator Type Polyphase brushless permanent magnet PM 6ph
Output Voltage Standardised DC output 12,24,48,110 and 200V DC
Warranty Terms and conditions apply 2 years (extendable)
Routine Maintenance Subject to prevailing wind power class Periodic visual inspection
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Six models were considered for each wind turbine power curve using the Nonlinear-
ModelFit[] function in Mathematica R© and the most appropriate model was chosen
based on the criteria discussed in model validation below. The function assumes that
the error terms are normally distributed. The models are:
1. fX(x; a, b) = a + bx
3
2. fX(x; a, b, c, d) = a + bx+ cx
2 + dx3
3. fX(x; a, b, c, d) = a + b ∗ 1√2pide
− (x−c)
2
2d2
4. fX(x; a, b, c, d) = a + b ∗ 1√2pide
− (x−c)2
2d2 erfc
(
−k(x−c)√
2d
)
5. fX(x; a, b, c, d) =
1
2
erfc
(
c−x√
2d
)
6. fX(x; a, b, c, d) =
1
2
erfc
(
− x−c√
2d
)
− 2OwenT [x−c
d
, k
]
Where erfc = 2
pi
∫ inf
x
e−t
2
dt and OwenT is Owen’s T function T(x,a).
Model Validation
Statistical error measures used for goodness of fit for the models are coefficient of
determination R-squared and Adjusted R-Squared, Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD),
Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Kolmogorov-Smirminov statistic and are
defined respectively as follows.
RSquared = 1− SSE
SS(Total)
(3.3)
Where SSE is Sum of Squares for Error and SS (Total) is Sum of Squares Total
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AdjustedRSquared = 1− (n− 1) MSE
SS(Total)
(3.4)
Where MSE Mean Square for Error [40]
MAD =
∑n
i=0 |yv(i) − Fv(i)|
n
(3.5)
MAPE =
∑n
i=0 |
yv(i)−Fv(i)
yv(i)
|
n
(3.6)
Where Fv(i) = Estimate using the model given wind speed v(i), yv(i) = Observation
(Actual value) and n = Number of observations [40].
Kolmogorov − Smirnov(K − S) = Max|yv(i) − Fv(i)| (3.7)
Where Fv(i) = Estimate using the model given wind speed v(i), yv(i) = Observation
(Actual value) and n = number of observations.
e230i Wind Turbine
Figure 3.7 shows graphs of data plotted together with the fitted models for e230i
wind turbine. From the the figure, it is clear that model 1 is a poor fit. However the
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other five models seem to fit properly and other measures can be used to choose the
most appropriate for the power curve.
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Figure 3.7: Graphs Showing Fitted Models to e230i Power Curve
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Residual Analysis
Residual analysis is another method used to determine the goodness of fit of models.
If residuals appear random with constant variation and exhibit no trends, dramatic
increases or decreases in variability imply that the assumptions concerning the error
terms (ε) are not violated. The means the model fits the data; if they appear non-
random it is an indication that the fitted model is not appropriate for the data [40].
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Figure 3.8: Residual Plots for Fitted Models to e230i Power Curve
Residual plots for models 1, 4, 5 and 6 in Figure 3.8 exhibit increases in variation
which deviate from the least-squares assumptions on error terms. This implies the
models may not be adequate for data. In Table 3.2, the error measures show models
4, 5 and 6 as candidate models. However the residual plots for these models suggest
non-constant variance for the residuals, hence these models may be inadequate fits
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Table 3.2: Models Analysis for e230i Wind Turbine
Parameters Rsquared AdjRsqured K-S MAD MAPE
Model 1 1 0.942434 0.939931 277.926 85.83920 0.3327740
Model 2 4 0.999614 0.999537 19.5164 6.67970 0.1251570
Model 3 4 0.999707 0.999649 15.4634 6.67340 0.0950543
Model 4 5 0.999839 0.999797 15.6976 4.53942 0.0587314
Model 5 4 0.999833 0.999799 16.9382 4.30874 0.0612211
Model 6 5 0.999833 0.999789 17.0091 4.26079 0.0619358
for the power curves. Although the residual plot for model 2 does not show significant
disturbances, it shows absolute residuals of up-to 19.5163W as compared to 15.6976W
for model 3. Model 3, given by equation 3.8, exhibits constant variation in the
residuals and has relatively small measures of error and hence was selected as the
most adequate fit to the power curve.
Pout = 844.195e
−0.0273648(x−13.2336)2 − 30.9996 (3.8)
The same method was used to fit models to the other wind turbines e160i (600W)
and e300i (1000W) and results are presented next.
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e160i Wind Turbine
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Figure 3.9: Graphs Showing Fitted Models to e160i Power Curve
Similarly, as in the case of 800W (e230i) wind turbine, model 1 does not fit the power
curve as observed from Figure 3.9. Models 2-6 seem to fit the data. From Figure
3.10 the residuals for models 1, 4 and 5 show an increase in variation which violates
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Figure 3.10: Residual Plots for Fitted Models to e160i Power Curve
the assumptions of independent normal errors, while residuals for models 2, 3 and 6
exhibit constant variation and may be considered as candidate models appropriate
for the power curve. From Table 3.3, of the three candidate models, model 6 has the
best error measure statistics and it was therefore chosen as the adequate fit for the
power curve.
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Table 3.3: Models Analysis for e160i Wind Turbine
Parameters Rsquared AdjRsqured K-S MAD MAPE
Model 1 1 0.939472 0.934428 138.809 70.8601 0.2948230
Model 2 4 0.999438 0.999188 14.7952 10.0441 0.1168760
Model 3 4 0.999473 0.999239 16.7956 10.8112 0.1581870
Model 4 5 0.999800 0.999675 10.5564 6.57726 0.0301315
Model 5 4 0.999800 0.999711 10.5564 6.57726 0.0301315
Model 6 5 0.999839 0.999738 8.04175 6.83656 0.0585001
e300i Wind Turbine
Table 3.4: Models Analysis for e300i Wind Turbine
Parameters Rsquared AdjRsqured K-S MAD MAPE
Model 1 1 0.962644 0.958711 263.584 101.229 1.2645300
Model 2 4 0.999649 0.999566 29.4311 8.00462 0.0973480
Model 3 4 0.999739 0.999678 18.6684 8.98504 0.0794107
Model 4 5 0.999741 0.999660 17.8135 7.81035 0.0956933
Model 5 4 0.99956 0.999457 28.9312 10.6617 0.1072550
Model 6 5 0.999741 0.999660 17.8135 7.81035 0.0956933
From the error measures in Table 3.4, models 2, 4 and 6 are candidate models but
model 2 shows increase in variation of residuals. Model 3 has relatively good error
measures and a lower number of parameters, that is three as compared to four param-
eters for models 4 and 6. Putting the number parameters into consideration and the
number of data points being small, it is appropriate to select model 3 because it has
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Figure 3.11: Graphs Showing Fitted Models to e300i Power Curve
the least number of parameters. The wind turbine power output PWT was calculated
as follows in equation 3.9.
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Figure 3.12: Residual Plots for Fitted Models to e300i Power Curve
PWT (v) =


0 v < Vin
Pout(v) Vin ≤ v ≤ Vr
Pout(Vr) Vr ≤ v ≤ Vout
0 v > Vout
(3.9)
Where Pout is the best fitted model for each wind turbine, v is the wind speed, Vin is
the cut-in wind speed, Vr is the rated wind speed and Vout is the cut-out wind speed.
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3.5.2 Solar Photovoltaic Panels
The PV system power output (DC) has approximately a linear relationship to the
irradiation. Using the solar radiation available on the tilted surface, the hourly energy
output of the PV generator, can be calculated according to the following equation
EPV = G(t) ∗ A ∗ P ∗ ePV
Where G(t) is the solar irradiation for hour, t in W/m2, A is the surface area of
the PV modules in m2, P is the penetration level factor and ePV is the efficiency
of the solar panel [24, 35, 53]. The connection and wiring losses together with the
temperature effects on the solar panel efficiency were ignored.
Solar Irradiance vs Panel Power Output
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Figure 3.13: Solar Irradiation vs SPV Power Output
The graphs in Figure 3.13 show that the power output from solar panel resonates
with the solar irradiation and the power output is zero at night when the sun is down
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or when there is cloud cover. It is observed that energy conversion efficiency of solar
panels is very low.
3.5.3 Storage Batteries
A deep-cycle battery is designed to discharge as much as 80% of its charge capac-
ity over many cycles. In contrast, starter batteries (for example most automotive
batteries, also referred to as shallow-cycle) are designed to deliver intermittent high
current for starting the engine and to be frequently discharged of a part of their
capacity [18]. Although a deep-cycle battery can be used as a starting battery, the
lower cranking amps imply that an over-sized battery may be needed. Intuitively
deep-cycle batteries are preferred in RES systems as compared to starter batteries.
A battery’s state of charge (SOC) is a measure of the available capacity expressed as
a percentage in reference to rated capacity in kWh and current capacity at the last
charge-discharge cycle. Zhou in Afzal (2009) states that the behaviour of a battery
depends upon different factors like current rate, the charging efficiency, self-discharge
rate as well as battery capacity. Self-discharge indicates how long the battery takes to
discharge when unused, usually due to current leakage and heat dissipation. Another
important factor concerning storage batteries that is usually considered is the depth
of discharge (DOD) which refers to how deeply you may discharge your batteries
while drawing enough power. Most battery ratings suggested by suppliers are about
50% DOD, because batteries will last longer if kept as charged as possible. This is
known as shallow cycling and greatly extends the battery’s life. However, batteries
can withstand discharges down to 20% or so, but it is advisable not to do this too
often [20]. For this project a DOD of 20% was used.
Battery capacity is measured in Amp Hours (Ah) and is easily converted to Watt
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Hours by multiplying the Ah value by the battery voltage. For example the capacity
of a 17Ah, 12V battery in Wh is 17 x 12 = 204Wh. This means the battery could
supply a 13W fluorescent for fifteen and a half hours, 204W for one hour, or 102W for
two hours, that is the more energy you take, the faster the battery discharges. The
despatch strategy is that if the power generated exceeds demand load, the battery
charges as long as it is not fully charged and will discharge if the supply does not
meet the demand and the batteries SOC is above minimum capacity [23].
3.5.4 Inverter/Converter
The proposed conversion system contains both the inverter and converter to allow
energy flow in both directions since some of the loads consume AC power and some
wind turbines are designed to generate AC power [35]. The DC WES, solar PV, DC
loads and batteries are connected to a DC bus while AC WES and AC loads are
connected to AC bus. The efficiency of the inverter/converter depends on the power
output level but it was assumed constant at 80% for this project.
PRESI = PRES × eRES
where PRESI is power from the RES source after inversion/conversion process by the
inverter/converter and eRES is the efficiency of inverter/converter.
3.6 Solar Irradiation vs Wind Speed
Pearson Correlation coefficient between two variables, ρ for population or r for sample,
is a measure of how well the variables are linearly dependent. The Table 3.5 shows the
correlation between irradiation and wind speed for the years 2009 and 2010. The data
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Figure 3.14: Solar Irradiation(Red) and Wind Speed (Blue) for Port Elizabeth on
05/01/2010. Data source: SAWS Port Elizabeth Airport
Table 3.5: Pearson’s Coefficient of Correlation, r , between Solar Irradiation and
Wind Speed
Correlation, r
Period 2009 2010
Summer 0.412021 0.417534
Summer Morning 0.472532 0.44486
Summer Evening 0.345195 0.334833
Winter 0.235837 0.183623
Winter Morning 0.226996 0.105373
Winter Evening 0.166368 0.0714392
was divided between summer and winter to ascertain, if there is a difference in the
correlations. Figure 3.14 is a plot of irradiation and wind speed for 05 January, 2010.
The Table 3.5 and Figure 3.14 show that there is low positive correlation between
solar irradiation and the wind speed during winter periods. However there is a slight
increase, to moderate correlation in summer months. As stated in section 3.5.2, the
power output from SPV has a linear relationship with solar irradiation and in section
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2.5.1 the output from a wind turbine is proportional to the cube of wind speed. The
low correlation coefficient between irradiation and wind speed intuitively imply that
there should be gain from a diversified RES.
3.7 Hybrid Renewable Energy System
The hybrid renewable system considered included solar panels, wind turbines of differ-
ent sizes, that is e160i ( 600W), e230i (800W) and e300i(1kW), and storage batteries
as shown in Figure 3.3. The next graphs presented in this report show results for one
day, although calculations were done using the whole data set.
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Figure 3.15: Power Output from e160i and e230i Wind Turbines.
Figures 3.15 and 3.16 are snapshots from Mathematica R© showing power output from
a mix of two wind turbines of different sizes. The interactive controls allow the user
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Figure 3.16: Power Output from e300i and e230i Wind Turbines.
Table 3.6: Coefficient of Variation between Power Outputs (e160i and e230i)
Number e160i
e230i 1 2 3 4 5
1 0.800664 0.823734 0.838568 0.848869 0.856428
2 0.7837 0.800664 0.813594 0.823734 0.831884
3 0.776835 0.789906 0.800664 0.809644 0.817237
4 0.773127 0.7837 0.792789 0.800664 0.807542
5 0.770807 0.779666 0.787497 0.794453 0.800664
to change the number of each type of wind turbine, while calculating and displaying
the the risk measure, that is the coefficient variation or VAR. It is observed that the
power output from wind turbines is highly correlated which suggests less or no gain
in diversification. However it was noted that risk (CV) increases with reduction in
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Figure 3.17: Power Output from SPV Array and e300i Wind Turbine.
the size wind turbines implying that it is better to mix smaller wind turbines with
larger ones instead of using the former only. The coefficient of variation reduces from
0.905295 when e160i wind turbines are used separately to 0.800664 when one e160i
and one e230i wind turbines are used in combination as shown in Table 3.6. Including
larger wind turbines will also reduce the costs of installation, O & M and other costs
related to increased number small wind turbines. On the other hand different sizes of
wind turbines have different cut-in speeds; therefore using only large wind turbines
leads to no power production at lower wind speeds. Figure 3.17 where e300i and SPV
are used in combination, the wind turbine generates power during the night when the
SPV is not. The smallest CV of 0.854031 is observed when the system consists of five
wind turbines and three SPVs. The risk reduces further when the three RES, that
is SPV, e160i and e230i wind turbines, are used in combination. For example the
CV reduces to 0.739264 when the SPV array, four e160i and three e230i are used in
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Figure 3.18: Power Output from SPV Array, e160i and e230i Wind Turbines.
combination as shown in Figure 3.18.
Table 3.7: VAR of Different HRES Configurations at 95% Confidence Level
RES VAR
e160i 1.39607
e230i 1.79851
e300i 1.79165
e160i and e230i 1.31083
e300i and SPV 1.21979
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Figure 3.19: HRES with Storage Batteries; Red is demand, Magenta is power from
HRES, Green is power stored by batteries, Blue is power consumed
Figure 3.19 shows the simulation results from HRES when two wind turbines are used
together with storage batteries. From the graph, it is clear that there is improvement
in the power consumed due to use of storage batteries. Table 3.7 shows VAR values of
a few configurations, calculated using equation 3.2, for different HRES configurations
with the initial value R1. It is clear that the VAR decreases when more component
sources are used in combination as opposed to single source.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion and Recommendations
As discussed in the literature review, the need look at alternative energy sources,
especially renewable energy, is gaining momentum. However the power output from
renewable technologies is very volatile and as such risky. The aim of this project was
to critically analyze this risk and reduce it through diversification. Financial methods
of risk analysis were employed such as coefficient of variation (CV) and value at risk
(VAR). The results show that there is reduced risk in RE production by diversification
especially in winter months. Deploying HRES instead of individual RE technology
as seen in both cases that is e160i (600W)- e230i (800W) wind turbines and e300i
(1KW) - SPV array, it is clear that the risk is reduced and the HRES components
complement each other. The system improves even more with introduction of storage
batteries. It is recommended that a stand by diesel generator be available as a
back when the HRES does not meet the demand. From the correlation coefficient
values between irradiation and wind speed, one would gain more from diversification
during winter periods than in summer months. It is envisaged that installing the
solar panels in the SPV array at different angles of inclination could improve on the
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results. A model on the positioning of solar panels at different angles, other than the
conventional latitude angle of inclination, will be included in the subsequent project.
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Figure 2: Discharge
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Appendix A
Fitting Statistical Models to Wind 
Turbine Power Curves
e230i = 882, 6.5<, 82.5, 10<, 83, 20<, 83.5, 33<, 84, 48<,
84.5, 65<, 85, 95<, 85.5, 125<, 86, 160<, 86.5, 205<, 87, 260<, 87.5, 317<,
88, 380<, 88.5, 440<, 89, 500<, 89.5, 550<, 810, 600<, 810.5, 650<,
811, 690<, 811.5, 735<, 812, 780<, 812.5, 810<, 813, 812<, 813.5, 815<<
speede230i = e230i@@All, 1DD
cutine230i = 2.5;
cutoute230i = 13;
Fitting the the six models to an e230i wind turbine polynomial
using the NonlinearModelFit[] function
fit1e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, a + b x^3, 8a, b<, xD
Show@ListPlot@e230i, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve and Fitted model",
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWattsL"<D,
Plot@fit1e230i@"BestFit"D, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenDD
Model12e230i = If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit1e230iD, Normal@fit1e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Model12e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 1",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
f12e230i@x_, a_, b_D := PDF@NormalDistribution@a, bDD@xD
fit21e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, c * f12e230i@x, a, bD + e, 8a, b, c, e<, xD
Model22e230i =
If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit21e230iD, Normal@fit21e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Normal@fit21e230iD, 8x, 0, 15<D, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 3",
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@Plot@Model22e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 3",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
fm8e230i@x_, a_, b_, h_D := PDF@SkewNormalDistribution@a, b, hDD@xD
fit8e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, c + d * fm8e230i@x, a, b, hD,
88c, 4<, 8d, 25000<, 8a, 20<, 8b, 7<, 8h, 0.05<<, xD
Model8e230i = If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit8e230iD, Normal@fit8e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Normal@fit8e230iD, 8x, 0, cutoute230i<D,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model",
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@Plot@Model8e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 4",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@ListPlot@e230iD,
Plot@c + d * fm8e230i@x, a, b, kD . 8c ® 4, d ® 25000, a ® 20, b ® 7, k ® 0.05<, 8x, 0, 13<DD
fit71e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, a + b * x + c * x^2 + d * x^3, 8a, b, c, d<, xD
Model71e230i =
If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit71e230iD, Normal@fit71e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Model71e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 2",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind SpeedHmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
fit51e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i,
c + d * CDF@NormalDistribution@h, sDD@uD, 88c, 4<, 8d, 25000<, 8h, 20<, 8s, 7<<, 8u<D
H*fit5=NonlinearModelFit@e300i,fm2@m,s,pD,8m,s,p<,xD
*L
Model51e230i =
If@u £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit51e230iD, Normal@fit51e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Model51e230i, 8u, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 5",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
fm9e230i@u_, a_, b_, v_D := CDF@SkewNormalDistribution@a, b, vDD@uD
fit9e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, c + d * fm9e230i@u, a, b, vD,
88c, 4<, 8d, 20000<, 8a, 20<, 8b, 7<, 8v, 0.05<<, uD
Model9e230i = If@u £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit9e230iD, Normal@fit9e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Normal@fit9e230iD, 8u, 0, 15<D, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 6",
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind SpeedHmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@Plot@Model9e230i, 8u, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 6",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind SpeedHmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
cdfN@u_, m_, s_, a_, b_D :=
a + b * Integrate@1  HSqrt@2 * PiD * sL * E^H-Hx - mL^2  2 * s^2L, 8x, -Infinity, u<D
GraphicsGrid@88pic1e230i, pic2e230i<,
8pic3e230i, pic4e230i<, 8pic5e230i, pic6e230i<<, Frame ® AllD
Model Analysis
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Model Analysis
fit1e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit71e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit21e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit8e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit51e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit9e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
ListPlot@e230i, PlotStyle ® 8PointSize@MediumD, Red<,
PlotLabel ® "Power curve For e230i Wind turbine",
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWattsL"<D
residuals1 = fit1e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals2 = fit71e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals3 = fit21e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals4 = fit8e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals5 = fit51e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals6 = fit9e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
res1e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals1<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 1 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res2e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals2<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 2 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res3e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals3<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 3 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res4e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals4<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 4 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res5e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals5<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 5 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res6e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals6<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 6 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
GraphicsGrid@88res1e230i, res2e230i<,
8res3e230i, res4e230i<, 8res5e230i, res6e230i<<, Frame ® AllD
fit1e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit71e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit21e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit8e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit51e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit9e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
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Max@Abs@residuals1DD
Max@Abs@residuals2DD
Max@Abs@residuals3DD
Max@Abs@residuals4DD
Max@Abs@residuals5DD
Max@Abs@residuals6DD
powerP = e230i@@All, 2DD;
speed1 = e230i@@All, 1DD;
power1e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power2e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power3e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power4e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power5e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power6e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power1e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit1e230i@cutoute230iD, fit1e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power2e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit71e230i@cutoute230iD, fit71e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power3e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit21e230i@cutoute230iD, fit21e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power4e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit8e230i@cutoute230iD, fit8e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power5e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit51e230i@cutoute230iD, fit51e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power6e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i,
0, If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i,
fit9e230i@cutoute230iD, fit9e230i@speed1@@iDDD
D
D
D;
power6e230i
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dev1 = Abs@powerP - power1e230iD;
dev2 = Abs@powerP - power2e230iD;
dev3 = Abs@powerP - power3e230iD;
dev4 = Abs@powerP - power4e230iD;
dev5 = Abs@powerP - power5e230iD;
dev6 = Abs@powerP - power6e230iD;
Max@dev1D
Max@dev2D
Max@dev3D
Max@dev4D
Max@dev5D
Max@dev6D
mad1 = Total@dev1D  Length@speed1D
mad2 = Total@dev2D  Length@speed1D
mad3 = Total@dev3D  Length@speed1D
mad4 = Total@dev4D  Length@speed1D
mad5 = Total@dev5D  Length@speed1D
mad6 = Total@dev6D  Length@speed1D
mape1 = HTotal@Hdev1  powerPLD  Length@powerPDL * 100
mape2 = HTotal@Hdev2  powerPLD  Length@powerPDL * 100
mape3 = HTotal@Hdev3  powerPLD  Length@powerPDL * 100
mape4 = HTotal@Hdev4  powerPLD  Length@powerPDL * 100
mape5 = HTotal@Hdev5  powerPLD  Length@powerPDL * 100
mape6 = HTotal@Hdev6  powerPLD  Length@powerPDL * 100
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Appendix B
Fitting Statistical Models to Wind 
Turbine Power Curves
e230i = 882, 6.5<, 82.5, 10<, 83, 20<, 83.5, 33<, 84, 48<, 84.5, 65<,
85, 95<, 85.5, 125<, 86, 160<, 86.5, 205<, 87, 260<, 87.5, 317<,
88, 380<, 88.5, 440<, 89, 500<, 89.5, 550<, 810, 600<, 810.5, 650<,
811, 690<, 811.5, 735<, 812, 780<, 812.5, 810<, 813, 812<, 813.5, 815<<
speede230i = e230i@@All, 1DD
cutine230i = 2.5;
cutoute230i = 13;
Fitting the six models to an e230i wind turbine using the Non-
linearModelFit[] function
 Linear model for the Cube of wind Speed
fit1e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, a + b x^3, 8a, b<, xD
Show@ListPlot@e230i, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve and Fitted model",
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWattsL"<D,
Plot@fit1e230i@"BestFit"D, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenDD
Model12e230i = If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit1e230iD, Normal@fit1e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Model12e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 1",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
 Third-degree Polynomial
fit71e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, a + b * x + c * x^2 + d * x^3, 8a, b, c, d<, xD
Model71e230i =
If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit71e230iD, Normal@fit71e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Model71e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 2",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind SpeedHmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
 Normal Distribution
f12e230i@x_, a_, b_D := PDF@NormalDistribution@a, bDD@xD
fit21e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, c * f12e230i@x, a, bD + e, 8a, b, c, e<, xD
Model22e230i =
If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit21e230iD, Normal@fit21e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Normal@fit21e230iD, 8x, 0, 15<D, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 3",
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@Plot@Model22e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 3",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
 Skew Normal Distribution
fm8e230i@x_, a_, b_, h_D := PDF@SkewNormalDistribution@a, b, hDD@xD
fit8e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, c + d * fm8e230i@x, a, b, hD,
88c, 4<, 8d, 25000<, 8a, 20<, 8b, 7<, 8h, 0.05<<, xD
Model8e230i = If@x £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit8e230iD, Normal@fit8e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Normal@fit8e230iD, 8x, 0, cutoute230i<D,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model",
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@Plot@Model8e230i, 8x, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 4",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@ListPlot@e230iD, Plot@
c + d * fm8e230i@x, a, b, kD . 8c ® 4, d ® 25000, a ® 20, b ® 7, k ® 0.05<, 8x, 0, 13<DD
 CDF of Normal Distribution
fit51e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i,
c + d * CDF@NormalDistribution@h, sDD@uD, 88c, 4<, 8d, 25000<, 8h, 20<, 8s, 7<<, 8u<D
H*fit5=NonlinearModelFit@e300i,fm2@m,s,pD,8m,s,p<,xD
*L
Model51e230i =
If@u £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit51e230iD, Normal@fit51e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Model51e230i, 8u, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 5",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed HmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
 CDF of Skew Normal Distribution
fm9e230i@u_, a_, b_, v_D := CDF@SkewNormalDistribution@a, b, vDD@uD
fit9e230i = NonlinearModelFit@e230i, c + d * fm9e230i@u, a, b, vD,
88c, 4<, 8d, 20000<, 8a, 20<, 8b, 7<, 8v, 0.05<<, uD
Model9e230i = If@u £ cutoute230i, Normal@fit9e230iD, Normal@fit9e230i@cutoute230iDDD
Show@Plot@Normal@fit9e230iD, 8u, 0, 15<D, ListPlot@e230iD,
PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 6",
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind SpeedHmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
Show@Plot@Model9e230i, 8u, 0, 15<, PlotStyle ® GreenD,
ListPlot@e230iD, PlotLabel ® "Power Curve for e230i & Fitted Model 6",
ImageSize ® 500, AxesLabel ® 8"Wind SpeedHmsL", "PowerHWattsL"<D
cdfN@u_, m_, s_, a_, b_D :=
a + b * Integrate@1  HSqrt@2 * PiD * sL * E^H-Hx - mL^2  2 * s^2L, 8x, -Infinity, u<D
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GraphicsGrid@88pic1e230i, pic2e230i<,
8pic3e230i, pic4e230i<, 8pic5e230i, pic6e230i<<, Frame ® AllD
Model Analysis
fit1e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit71e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit21e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit8e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit51e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
fit9e230i@"ANOVATable"D;
ListPlot@e230i, PlotStyle ® 8PointSize@MediumD, Red<,
PlotLabel ® "Power curve For e230i Wind turbine",
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWattsL"<D
residuals1 = fit1e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals2 = fit71e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals3 = fit21e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals4 = fit8e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals5 = fit51e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
residuals6 = fit9e230i@"FitResiduals"D;
res1e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals1<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 1 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res2e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals2<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 2 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res3e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals3<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 3 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res4e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals4<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 4 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res5e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals5<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 5 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
res6e230i = ListPlot@Transpose@8speede230i, residuals6<D,
PlotLabel ® "Residual Plot for Model 6 He230iL", ImageSize ® 500,
AxesLabel ® 8"Wind Speed", "Residuals"<, Joined ® TrueD
GraphicsGrid@88res1e230i, res2e230i<,
8res3e230i, res4e230i<, 8res5e230i, res6e230i<<, Frame ® AllD
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fit1e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit71e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit21e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit8e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit51e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
fit9e230i@8"RSquared", "AdjustedRSquared"<D
Max@Abs@residuals1DD
Max@Abs@residuals2DD
Max@Abs@residuals3DD
Max@Abs@residuals4DD
Max@Abs@residuals5DD
Max@Abs@residuals6DD
powerP = e230i@@All, 2DD;
speed1 = e230i@@All, 1DD;
power1e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power2e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power3e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power4e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power5e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
power6e230i = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@powerPD<D;
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Calculating the Wind Turbine Power Output
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power1e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit1e230i@cutoute230iD, fit1e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power2e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit71e230i@cutoute230iD, fit71e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power3e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit21e230i@cutoute230iD, fit21e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power4e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit8e230i@cutoute230iD, fit8e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power5e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i, 0,
If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i, fit51e230i@cutoute230iD, fit51e230i@speed1@@iDDD
DD D;
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power1e230iD, i++,
power6e230i@@iDD = If@speed1@@iDD < cutine230i,
0, If@speed1@@iDD > cutoute230i,
fit9e230i@cutoute230iD, fit9e230i@speed1@@iDDD
D
D
D;
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Simulation of the HRES
H*SetDirectory@"e:\\Mathematica Files"D*L
SetDirectory@"c:\\Edmund\\Mathematica Files"D
c:\Edmund\Mathematica Files
energy2005 = Flatten@Import@"powere230i.xls"DD;
energy160i = Flatten@Import@"powere160i.xls"DD;
energy300i = Flatten@Import@"powere300i.xls"DD;
wind2005 = Flatten@Import@"windData2.xls"DD;
data2010 = Import@"wind20105Min.csv"D;
Histogram@wind2005, PlotLabel ® "Histogram"D
power115 = energy2005@@1 ;; 24DD;
daye160i = energy160i@@1 ;; 24DD;
daye300i = energy300i@@1 ;; 24DD;
irrad2010 = Drop@data2010@@All, 12DD, 4D;
irrad2010Jan1 = irrad2010@@1 ;; 288DD;
irrad2010Jan = Table@If@NumberQ@irrad2010Jan1@@iDDD,
irrad2010Jan1@@iDD, Mean@8irrad2010Jan1@@i - 1DD, irrad2010Jan1@@i + 1DD<DD,
8i, 1, Length@irrad2010Jan1D<D;
powerSPV1 = Table@If@-2.64822 + 0.51417 * irrad2010Jan@@iDD < 0, 0,
-2.64822 + 0.51417 * irrad2010Jan@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@irrad2010JanD<D;
irrad2010hrly = Partition@powerSPV1, 12D;
irrad2010JanMean =
Table@Mean@irrad2010hrly@@iDDD  N, 8i, 1, Length@irrad2010hrlyD<D
80., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 1.62614, 10.1037, 14.7528, 40.06, 71.9337, 89.0121, 78.0065,
78.6117, 72.452, 48.9194, 27.6171, 18.56, 13.2427, 0.0376854, 0., 0., 0., 0.<
ListPlot@irrad2010JanMean, Joined ® TrueD
powerSPV1 = Table@If@-2.64822 + 0.51417 * irrad2010Jan@@iDD < 0, 0,
-2.64822 + 0.51417 * irrad2010Jan@@iDDD, 8i, 1, Length@irrad2010JanD<D;
Mean@power115D;
H*SIMULATION MODEL*L
demand = Import@"Actual.csv"D;
demand@@1DD
8id, act, beginperiod<
demand1 = Drop@demand, 1D;
demand1@@1DD
8433, 15660., 3155673600<
dem = Take@demand1@@All, 2DD, 92712D;
Atime = Take@demand1@@All, 3DD, 92712D;
Dimensions@demD;
Dimensions@AtimeD;
time = Map@DateList, AtimeD
data = Transpose@8time, dem<D
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data@@1DD
DateListPlot@Take@data, 24D, Joined ® True, AxesLabel ->
8"Demand", "Time"<, Frame -> FalseD
demandJan2005 = data@@43851 ;; 43874DD;
energyJan2005 = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@power115D<D;
demandJan20051 = 0.00075 * demandJan2005@@All, 2DD;
Mean@demandJan20051D
demandJan20051@@0DD = 0.00075 * data@@43850, 2DD;
For@i = 0, i £ Length@demandJan20051D - 1, i++,
energyJan2005@@i + 1DD = 0.5 * HdemandJan20051@@iDD + demandJan20051@@i + 1DDL
D;
demandJan2010 = data@@87675 ;; 87698DD;
demandJan20101 = 0.00075 * Drop@demandJan2010@@All, 2DD, 1D
energyDate = Transpose@8date20051, power115<D;
demandDate = Transpose@8date20051, energyJan2005<D;
e160iDate = Transpose@8date20051, daye160i<D;
e300iDate = Transpose@8date20051, daye300i<D;
demandDate2 = Transpose@8date20051, 2 * energyJan2005<D;
powerSPV1Date = Transpose@8date20051, irrad2010JanMean<D;
DateListPlot@energyDate, Joined ® True,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "Power HWattsL" <, Frame ® FalseD
date20051 = demandJan2005@@All, 1DD;
Manipulation of Different HRES Configurations
Manipulate@Grid@88"Power from Wind Turbines e160iHBlueL & e230iHRedL ",
"Correlation", "Coefficient of Variation"<,
8DateListPlot@8Transpose@8date20051, c * daye160i<D,
Transpose@8date20051, d * power115<D<, Joined ® True,
PlotLabel ® "Power from Wind Turbines e160iHBlueL & e230iHRedL ",
Filling ® 81 ® 82<<, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<, Frame ® False,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 600D,
Correlation@c * daye160i, d * power115D, Grid@88"e160i", "e230i", "e160i+e230i"<,
8StandardDeviation@daye160iD  Mean@daye160iD, StandardDeviation@power115D 
Mean@power115D, StandardDeviation@c * daye160i + d * power115D 
Mean@c * daye160i + d * power115D<<, Frame ® AllD<<,
Frame ® AllD, 88c, 1, "Number of e160i Turbines"<, 1, 5, 1<,
88d, 1, "Number of e230i Turbines"<,
1, 5, 1<D
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Manipulate@
Grid@88"Power from Wind Turbines e160iHBlueL, e230iHRedL & Solar Panel HGreenL ",
H*"Correlation",*L"Coefficient of Variation"<,
8DateListPlot@8Transpose@8date20051, p * daye160i<D, Transpose@
8date20051, q * power115<D, Transpose@8date20051, r * irrad2010JanMean<D<,
Joined ® True, Filling ® 81 ® 82<<, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red, Green<,
Frame ® False, AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 500D,
H*Correlation@p*daye160i,q*power115D,*LGrid@
88"e160i", "e230i", "SPV", "e160i+e230i+SPV"<, 8StandardDeviation@daye160iD 
Mean@daye160iD, StandardDeviation@power115D  Mean@power115D,
StandardDeviation@irrad2010JanMeanD  Mean@irrad2010JanMeanD,
StandardDeviation@p * daye160i + q * power115 + r * irrad2010JanMeanD 
Mean@p * daye160i + q * power115 + r * irrad2010JanMeanD<<, Frame ® AllD<<,
Frame ® AllD, 88p, 1, "Number of e160i Turbines"<, 1,
5,
1<,
88q, 1, "Number of e230i Turbines"<,
1, 5, 1<,
88r, 1, "Number of Solar Panels"<, 1, 5, 1<D
Manipulate@DateListPlot@8Transpose@8date20051, k * energyJan2005<D,
Transpose@8date20051, c * daye160i + d * power115<D<,
Joined ® True, Filling ® 81 ® 82<<, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "Power HWattsL" <, Frame ® False, ImageSize ® 500,
PlotLabel ® "Power from Wind Turbines e160iHBlueL & e230iHRedL"D,
88c, 1, "Number of e160i Turbines"<, 1, 5, 1<,
88d, 1, "Number of e230i Turbines"<, 1, 5, 1<,
88k, 1, "Multiplier for Demand"<, 1, 10<D
Manipulate@DateListPlot@Transpose@8date20051, k * energyJan2005<D,
Joined ® True, Frame ® False, AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<,
ImageSize ® 500, Filling ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<,
PlotLabel ® "Power from Wind Turbines e160iHBlueL & e230iHRedL "D, 8k, 1, 10<D
DateListPlot@8e300iDate, powerSPV1Date<, Joined ® True,
Filling ® 81 ® 82<<, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<, Frame ® False,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 500,
PlotLabel ® "Power from a Solar PanelHRedL & Wind Turbine e300iHBlueL "D
Manipulate@Grid@88"Power from Wind Turbines e300iHBlueL & Solar PanelHRedL ",
"Correlation", "Coefficient of Variation"<,
8DateListPlot@8Transpose@8date20051, m * daye300i<D,
Transpose@8date20051, n * irrad2010JanMean<D<, Joined ® True,
PlotLabel ® "Power from a Solar PanelHRedL & Wind Turbine e300iHBlueL ",
Filling ® 81 ® 82<<, PlotStyle ® 8Blue, Red<, Frame ® False,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 600D,
Correlation@m * daye300i, n * irrad2010JanMeanD,
Grid@88"e300i", "Solar Panel", "e300i+Solar Panel"<,
8StandardDeviation@daye300iD  Mean@daye300iD,
StandardDeviation@irrad2010JanMeanD  Mean@irrad2010JanMeanD,
StandardDeviation@m * daye300i + n * irrad2010JanMeanD 
Mean@m * daye300i + n * irrad2010JanMeanD<<, Frame ® AllD<<,
Frame ® AllD, 88m, 1, "Number of e300i Turbines"<, 1, 10,
1<,
88n, 1, "Number of Solar Panels"<, 1, 10
, 1<D
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DateListPlot@demandDate, Joined ® True, Frame ® False,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 500D
Manipulate@DateListPlot@Transpose@8date20051, a * energyJan2005<D, Joined ® True,
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 500, Frame ® FalseD, 8a, 1, 5<D
DateListPlot@8demandDate, energyDate<, Joined ® True, Filling ® 81 ® 82<<,
PlotStyle ® 8Green, Magenta<, AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 500,
Frame ® False, PlotLabel ® "Power from e230i Wind Turbine Vs Demand"D
DateListPlot@8demandDate2, powerSPV1Date<, Joined ® True, Filling ® 81 ® 82<<,
PlotStyle ® 8Green, Magenta<, PlotLabel ® "Power from Solar Panel Vs Demand",
AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "PowerHWL"<, ImageSize ® 500, Frame ® FalseD
Simulation of HRES Including Storage Batteries
pExcess = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@power115D<D;
pDeficit = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@power115D<D;
pConsumed = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@power115D<D;
H*pStored=Table@0,8i,1,Length@power115D<D;*L
pLoss = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@power115D<D;
H* the power that is not consumed or stored *L
ebat = Table@0, 8i, 1, Length@power115D<D;
H* setting characteristics of the model *L
pA = 5 * daye160i + 3 * power115 H* power: current *L
eInverter = 0.75; H* efficiency of invertor *L
eRegulator = 1;
sD = 0; H*Battery self discharge rate per hour*L
s0 = 0.5; H* portion of charge for a new battery *L
bCapacity = 2000; H* capacity of the battery *L
bPower = 240; H* max power that invertor can draw Hmax loadL *L
dOD = 0.8; H* depth of discharge =
max part of energy we can draw from battery *L
minStored = H1 - dODL * bCapacity; H* Minimum battery storage*L
pAR = eRegulator * 10 * pA
pStored@0D = s0 * bCapacity
pReq = 75 * energyJan2005H*Demand*L
eMax = dOD * bCapacity;H*max energy we can draw from battery*L
H*bCharge=Table@10,8i,1,Length@power115D<D;*L
H*minStored=Table@0,8i,1,Length@power115D<D;*L
pReqStar = pReq  eInverter; H*Energy required inclusive of Inverter efficiency*L
For@i = 1, i £ Length@power115D, i++,
Print@"i = ", iD;
If@pAR@@iDD > pReqStar@@iDD,
H* If1 = True - Is there Excess Power: DO STORAGE *L
If@pStored@i - 1D < bCapacity,
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H* If2 = True - Test Battery Capacity: Do Charge the Battery*L
Print@"1 ", pExcess@@iDD = pAR@@iDD - pReqStar@@iDDD;
If @pExcess@@iDD < bPower,
Print@"check 0"D;
H* If3 = True - Test whether Excess is less than inverter load *L
If@pStored@i - 1D + pExcess@@iDD £ bCapacity,
H* If6 =
True - Test whether Excess + current SOC will exceed battery capacity*L
pStored@iD = pStored@i - 1D + pExcess@@iDD - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
pConsumed@@iDD = pReq@@iDD;
Print@"Check 1"D;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - pExcess@@iDD - pReq@@iDD
,
H* If6 = False *L
pStored@iD = bCapacity - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
pConsumed@@iDD = pReq@@iDD;
Print@"Check 2"D;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - pReq@@iDD - HbCapacity - pStored@i - 1DL
D
,
H* If3 = False *L
If@pStored@i - 1D + bPower £ bCapacity,
H* If7 =
True - Test whether bPower + current SOC will exceed battery capacity*L
pStored@iD = pStored@i - 1D + bPower - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
pConsumed@@iDD = pReq@@iDD;
Print@"Check 3"D;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - pExcess@@iDD - pReq@@iDD
,
H* If7 = False *L
pStored@iD = bCapacity - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
pConsumed@@iDD = pReq@@iDD;
Print@"Check 4"D;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - pReq@@iDD - HbCapacity - pStored@i - 1DL
D
D,
H* If2 = False *L
pStored@iD = bCapacity - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
pConsumed@@iDD = pReq@@iDD;
Print@"Check 5"D;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - pReq@@iDD
D
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D
,
H* If1 = False: DO DISCHARGE*L
If@pStored@i - 1D > minStored,
H* If4 = True *L
pDeficit@@iDD = pReq@@iDD - pAR@@iDD;
ebat@@iDD = pStored@i - 1D - minStored;
If@pDeficit@@iDD < ebat@@iDD,
H* If5 = True *L
If@pDeficit@@iDD < bPower,
H* If6 = True *L
pStored@iD = pStored@i - 1D - pDeficit@@iDD - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
Print@"8 ", pConsumed@@iDD = eInverter * pAR@@iDD + pDeficit@@iDDD;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - eInverter * pAR@@iDD
,
H* If6 = False *L
pStored@iD = pStored@i - 1D - bPower - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
Print@"6 ",
pConsumed@@iDD = eInverter * pAR@@iDD + bPowerD;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - eInverter * pAR@@iDD
D,
H* If5 = False *L
pStored@iD = pStored@i - 1D - ebat@@iDD - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
Print@"7 ", pConsumed@@iDD = eInverter * pAR@@iDD + ebat@@iDDD;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - eInverter * pAR@@iDD
D,
H* If4 = False *L
pStored@iD = pStored@i - 1D - sD * pStored@i - 1D;
Print@"9 ", pConsumed@@iDD = eInverter * pAR@@iDDD;
pLoss@@iDD = pA@@iDD - eInverter * pAR@@iDD
D
DD
ps = Table@pStored@iD, 8i, 1, 24<D
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pStored@6D
1887.7
consumedDate = Transpose@8date20051, pConsumed<D;
powerBat = Transpose@8date20051, ps<D;
demandDate = Transpose@8date20051, pReq<D;
powerAvail = Transpose@8date20051, HpAR * eInverterL<D;
powerLoss = pLoss
DateListPlot@powerDate, Joined ® TrueD;
ps1 = Transpose@8date20051, ps<D;
DateListPlot@8demandDate, consumedDate, powerBat, powerAvail<,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue, Green, Magenta<,
ImageSize ® 700, Frame ® False, AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "Power HWL"<D
DateListPlot@8energyDate, demandDate, powerDate<,
Joined ® True, PlotStyle ® 8Red, Blue, Green<, ImageSize ® 700,
Frame ® False, AxesLabel ® 8"Time", "Power HWL"<D;
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